With the huge number of offerings in the mobile application market, the choice of mobile applications that best fit particular objectives is challenging. Therefore, there is a demand for a platform elevating the momentum of mobile applications that can adapt their behavior according to the user's context. This paper proposes AppaaS, a context-aware platform that provides mobile applications as a service. AppaaS uses several types of context information including location information, user profile, device profile, user ratings, and time to provision the best relevant mobile applications to such a context. AppaaS supports state preservation, where user-specific data and application status are stored for the user's future reference. Experimental validation demonstrates that AppaaS alleviates the burden on mobile users to find applications that work best for a particular situation. It also enables application providers to dynamically control access to the functionality of their applications. Performance evaluation results show that AppaaS can employ cloud elastic resource provisioning to offer flexible scalability, while satisfying certain QoS constraints. Experimental results also support a conclusion that with little overhead handling context information, AppaaS can bring remarkable benefits to provisioning mobile applications as a service.
Introduction
Mobile devices have become the most pervasive interface that enables access to information services anywhere, anytime. Nowadays, most business enterprises, governments, and public sectors rely on mobile applications to reach a wider range of customers at their most convenience anytime and anywhere. Recent years have witnessed increasing momentum for mobile applications that can adapt their behavior according to user context. Adaptation to context changes reshapes the application's behavior to support service personalization and offer better user experience. Such context includes location information, user profile, user ratings, device profile, and time.
At the time of writing this paper, Google Play Store has over than 1 million apps [1] , while Apple Store is now the home of over than 900,000 apps [2] . Many of these applications are available from various businesses to benefit their customers and improve their experience. With the ever growing application market, a number of open questions related to context awareness arise. From a user *Correspondence: elgazzar@cs.queensu.ca School of Computing, Queen's University, Kingston, Canada perspective, how would a user know that there is an application relevant to his/her current location, and how can a user decide on which application to use from the many available choices. From a business perspective, how can businesses control access to their applications while maintaining a high level of mobility and flexibility to their employees or customers. The system proposed in this paper answers these questions.
We propose AppaaS, a context-aware platform for mobile application dissemination and control. AppaaS provisions mobile applications as a cloud service on demand with the appropriate access constraints. AppaaS provides a platform where mobile applications providers and users can match offerings with requests. The platform enables providers to customize their offerings and set proper access constraints according to the privileges of users and their context. It also enables users to conveniently find relevant applications to their situation and save the current application state for future reference. The platform handles several types of context information to ensure that selected applications best serve the user requesting the service. The proposed platform offers a user-friendly interface to facilitate the communication http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/17 between users and the backend server, where all context processing and data storage management occur.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents motivating scenarios. Section 3 provides brief background and outlines related research. Section 4 describes the proposed architecture. In Section 5 we provide the implementation details of our prototype. The platform functionality is validated in Section 6 and a performance evaluation is presented in Section 7. Lastly, Section 8 draws some concluding remarks.
Motivating scenarios
To better understand the advantages and functionalities of such a system, consider the following scenarios.
• Finding the Appropriate Application: Suppose that
Adam walks into a store with his smartphone and is looking for an application by which he can browse through different offers, product catalogues, or find information relative to a specific product of interest. Imagine how convenient this would be to Adam and how beneficial it would be to the store. AppaaS makes this scenario possible. As soon as Adam enters the store's physical space, the store-specific application gets downloaded onto Adam's smartphone, with his consent. As soon as Adam leaves the space, the application preserves its current state (browsed items, shopping cart, etc.) for future reference and gets uninstalled to free up the mobile resources it is holding. If Adam comes back to the same store (or another related store that shares the same application), the application launches back with the last preserved state that is relevant to Adam. 
Background & related work
Mobile services that are capable of changing their behavior according to context changes are of particular interest to the provisioning of personalized behaviors [3] . To achieve the desired functionality, such context-aware services typically exploit a combination of several context information, such as location information, user profile, user satisfaction indicators, device features and capabilities, time, etc. [4, 5] . Location-based services in ubiquitous computing environments is a rich domain of research [6] [7] [8] [9] , in which services make use of location information in particular to better provide relevant ubiquitous services. The application of location-based services is popular in many domains such as navigation and traveler services [10, 11] , shopping and entertainment services (e.g. finding nearby theater), emergency situations (e.g. nearest medical facility), information services [12] , and many others [13] . Such services require access to the user's location, which compromises the user's privacy even if several location cloaking techniques are applied [14] . To tackle this challenge, Amoli et al. [14] propose a protocol to preserve privacy in location-based services while satisfying the requirement of accurate location. Similarly, Puttaswamy et at. [15] propose an approach to encrypt location data.
The ultimate objective of AppaaS is to relieve users from having to search and install relevant applications fitting their current situation, especially when there are a huge number of applications in the market. Sharing our objective, Quah et al. [16] propose a mobile application distribution system that retrieves relevant applications based on location information. The system uses the location as the main driver to download mobile applications. Which App? [17] also addresses the same issue in a different way. It proposes a mobile application recommender system that monitors the social interaction and behavior of users to recommend relevant applications accordingly. Toye et al. [18] employ personal information stored on smartphones to customize the behavior of site-specific applications to best fit a particular user. AppaaS shares the same interests of finding relevant applications to a particular context. However AppaaS offers more advantages in managing and controlling the behavior of such applications according to users' access privileges and time constraints. In addition, AppaaS offers the opportunity http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/17 to preserve the user-specific application state for future reference.
Context management
Context is any information that can characterize a certain situation relevant to a user including the user itself [19] . Exploiting context information in developing mobile applications opens up new opportunities for a smart generation of applications that dynamically adapt to changing environments and look very personal to the user. Such applications promise a unique user experience. The various context information that AppaaS uses to provide mobile applications as a service are the following.
• 
State preservation
State preservation refers to how applications can save their latest status and user-specific data for future access.
Mobile applications can manage their own state at different levels. For example, applications may use checkpointing techniques [25, 26] to suspend and resume their execution for migration purposes. However, the energy and communication cost of migration is inevitably high for mobile applications. Since most of the mobile environments adopt the concept of the virtual machine (VM) [27] to isolate individual applications, the migration process transfers the whole VM and associated resources.
To avoid high migration cost, Hung et al. [28] propose an energy-efficient approach that migrates applications between mobile devices and the cloud resulting in lower overhead. Their approach relies on pre-deployment of mobile applications on the cloud side and then transfer only the application state, by which an application resumes its executions. Application-independent state preservation of userspecific data remains challenging. Current mobile platforms do not natively support state preservation at any level. However, platforms such as Android offer a generic framework for saving an application's state, in which the platform provides two interfaces onSaveInstanceState and onRestoreInstanceState for saving and retrieving an application state, respectively. Application developers though need to override these interfaces to handle the application state in a state Bundle. The Bundle [29] is an Android API for passing data, typically in key-value pairs, between various Android activities. Therefore, AppaaS requires application developers to implement their own algorithms and provide two proprietary APIs to save and restore the user-specific data that impacts the behaviour of their applications. AppaaS then uses these APIs to offer a persistent state preservation.
To better understand how to save an application state, we describe how applications are developed for Android. Android applications are composed of a set of activities. Each activity performs a certain task. Activities are managed by an activity stack, where recent activities reside on top. An Android activity may switch between four essential states [30] : running, paused, stopped, and killed. An activity is in the running state when it is active and running in the foreground of the user's screen. When the activity is out of focus but still alive, the Android platform puts the activity in the paused state. In this case the activity maintains all its current state information. When the http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/17 activity is invisible to the user (put into the background), it means that this activity is in the stopped mode. The onSaveInstanceState method is called before placing the activity in a background state. Application developers use this method to capture any required user-specific data and pass it to the activity during the onCreate event through the onRestoreInstanceState interface. The Android system always kills stopped activities first when system memory is required by any other activity. Figure 1 shows the lifecycle of Android application activities and emphasises when the state preservation procedures occur. The rectangle boxes represent the different methods that an Android developer needs to implement to perform operations/functions while activities switch between various states. Figure 2 shows an overview of the AppaaS system architecture. The architecture encompasses three main entities, mobile user, space, and AppaaS server. We assume that the user has a smartphone that is capable of running mobile applications, the space is associated with particular mobile applications to better provide a specific service, and the AppaaS server is hosted on the cloud and is continuously available. AppaaS maintains a database that stores information about each of the system main entities, namely, users (U), spaces (S), i.e. physical locations, and mobile applications (M). A user u ∈ U has a set of credentials R u and an application m ∈ M has a set of access rights A m . A user u is granted access to an application m if R u satisfy → A m . Variations of access rights could be granted to a user according to how the user's credentials satisfy an application's access constraints. Users are identified by their user ID (user_id), while applications are identified by a system-generated (app_id). Applications are associated with a URL that refers to the application package on their respective market store. Spaces are identified by a numeric location ID (location_id) representing a physical location s ∈ S.
AppaaS: system architecture
Each space s ∈ S is associated with one or more mobile applications m ∈ M. Once a registered user enters a designated space that is associated with mobile applications, the user's smartphone detects the location and sends the location information to AppaaS context manager for manipulation. AppaaS collects the device profile during communication sessions and retrieves respective context (such as user profile) from the database. AppaaS then checks these various pieces of context information and dispatches the appropriate application to the user's smartphone. AppaaS sends a link to the application of interest, to the user's smartphone, which is then downloaded and installed. If the user has previously used this application, it starts with the last state that the user had left the application with when it was suspended or removed last time. It is worth mentioning that it is possible, according to the provided context, AppaaS returns a response of "no relevant application fits current context", despite that the space has an associated mobile application. This might be because one or more context does not satisfy the access constraints of such an application.
Upon leaving the designated space, the user's smartphone reports that the user is currently outside the space. The AppaaS server reassesses the current context and invokes the OnExit procedure to apply prespecified actions set by application providers. These actions include uninstalling or deactivating certain applications. In all cases, the OnExit procedure captures the user-specific data and saves it on the server, so that the application can resume with the last user state in the future. Figure 2b illustrates the interactions between the various system entities.
Implementation details
We have developed a prototype to test the fundamental functionality of AppaaS. The prototype implements the context and data management on the server side http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/17 a b while the mobile user interface resides on the mobile device. The user interface is implemented using the latest Android SDK [31] . The server components are responsible for managing the database, handling context information, and dispatching relevant applications along with recommended actions.
User interface
A user must register with AppaaS to use its functionality. The registration requires the user "name", "email address", and "password". The email address is used as a unique user ID. Once the user is successfully authenticated, AppaaS starts the main process which coordinates between other activities. Figure 3 shows the flow of the main system processes and how they exchange information with one another. The current version of this prototype identifies location using two Near Field Communication (NFC) RFID tags, one at the space entrance and the other one at the space exit. The entrance tag holds "ENTER:location_id" while the exit tag holds "EXIT:location_id", where location_id represents a numeric value of the location ID. We store the location information on tags in plain text. The user taps the mobile application to scan the location ID. The NFC scanner reads the NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF) message from the RFID tag and reports it to the Context Manager, which extracts the locations ID and the user status to query the database for relevant applications and replies with the recommended actions. If an application is found relevant, the Downloader downloads and installs it onto the user's smartphone along with the proper access privileges or function constraints. We remark that the use of RFID to identify space is only an instance and other techniques, including use of beacons are also possible.
The Context Manager applies Algorithm 1 to find relevant application to current user's context. The "match" function applies Equation 1 to match the user's credentials with the application's access requirements.
where r u ∈ R u denotes a single user credential and a m ∈ A m , denotes a single application's access constraints, i and j are the number of credentials and access constraints, respectively. F(r u , a m ) represents how much r u satisfies a m and it produces values {0,1}. A value of 0 means that if the respective a m is a constraint at the application level, the application will not be available for the user. If a m is a constraint at the function level, this functionality will be disabled for the user. Otherwise access is granted. Each relevant application has two scores, relevancy score (match m ) and rating score (rating m ). For simplicity, we consider the two scores are equally important. 30 return url //if null means no applicaitons Figure 4 illustrates an abstract view of how AppaaS handles the state preservation of mobile applications. As we noted earlier, the current implementation of AppaaS assumes that applications provide two proprietary APIs for the sake of state preservation. The saveState() API saves the application's current state, where all userspecific data is saved in an XML file format. The loadState() API uploads an application state from an XML file when the application launches. Figure 5 shows the lifecycle of AppaaS state preservation. AppaaS invokes the saveState() whenever the application stops running (in Android operating environments, this implements the onStop() method). The system generates a state bundle object to save the user-specific parameters. User-specific data is added in a key-value pairs format to a bundle object. This object then is written in an XML file. Each parameter record holds the parameter name, data type, and latest value in memory. The generated XML file is transferred to the server and the context manager updates the database tables or inserts a new record that associates the application ID, user ID, and location ID with a state file name. The state file name is composed of the application ID, user ID and location ID. Listing 1 shows an abstract structure of the state preservation file.
State preservation

Listing 1 An abstract structure of the application state preservation file in XML format
<?xml v e r s i o n = " 1 . 0 " e n c o d i n g ="UTF−8"?> < a p p l i c a t i o n > <name> app_name< / name> <ID> a p p l i c a t i o n _ i d < / ID> < / a p p l i c a t o n > < c o n t e x t > < u s e r > <ID> u s e r _ i d < / ID> < / u s e r > < l o c a t i o n > <ID> l o c a t i o n _ i d < / ID </ l o c a t i o n > < / c o n t e x t > < d a t a >
< parameter > <name>paramter_name < / name> < type > d a t a _ t y p e < / type > < v a l u e > p a r a m e t e r _ v a l u e < / v a l u e > < / paramter > < parameter > <name>paramter_name < / name> < type > d a t a _ t y p e < / type > < v a l u e > p a r a m e t e r _ v a l u e < / v a l u e > < / paramter > . . . < / d a t a > When a user launches a location-specific application, AppaaS checks if the user has a previous saved state of this particular application at this location. If a match is found in the database, the system retrieves the state file to the user side and uploads it into a state bundle. This bundle is used by onRestoreInstanceState() callback http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/17
Figure 3 AppaaS components and process flow.
methods during the onCreate() to resume the application from where it stopped last time. Although the state file structure is generic, the state information and parameters are application-specific. The current implementation only preserves the last application state and does not keep track of all previous states. It is worth mentioning that AppaaS provides no state preservation support for applications that do not provide appropriate handling of their internal status. 
AppaaS server-side components
AppaaS system has two components that run on the server: Database Server and Context Manager. The latter handles context information sent by the user to see if any mobile applications fit this context. The former component (Database server) maintains information about various system entities, users, applications, and a list of registered locations. The database is implemented using MySQL Database Server [32] . It maintains various tables that hold information about each entity such as user profile and credentials, application profile and related access constraints, and location detail which holds information about physical boundaries, associated type of business, working hours, etc. In addition, there are also various database tables that hold the relations between different entities which, for example, relate a certain location to a specific application and users to both locations and applications.
Experimental validation
The prototype aims to highlight three aspects of AppaaS functionalities. The first aspect is how AppaaS finds mobile applications which are relevant to a specific context information, in particular user, time, and location. The second aspect demonstrates the ability of AppaaS to customize the application behavior in order to fit certain access rights and constraints. The third aspect shows how AppaaS preserves the application state relevant to a user for future reference.
To demonstrate the first functionality, we define in our prototype some locations and associated these locations http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/17 with mobile applications. The mobile application packages (.apk) are stored on the AppaaS server with each package associated with a url for download purposes. The id of one of these registered locations is stored on two RFID tags, one represents the location entrance while the other one holds the NDEF message that denotes the location's exit. To start with the system, a user logs into the AppaaS as shown in Figure 6a . The user then taps the RFID tag that represents the location entrance as shown in Figure 6b . The user's context along with the location information is sent to the context manager for processing. The context manager finds the relevant application that fits this context and sends the download url back to the user's device. The Downloader at the user's device downloads and installs the application as exhibited in Figure 6c .
AppaaS may also apply access limitations to certain functionalities according to the user's access privileges. To validate the second aspect, we developed mCalc to demonstrate how AppaaS implements control over access and preserves the user-specific application sate. The mCalc is a proof-of-concept mobile application that implements the basic functionality of a calculator with access restrictions. We have restricted the access to some functions to particular users. Therefore, if an unauthorized user tries to perform these restricted functions, an access denial message appears as illustrated in Figure 6d . At this stage, AppaaS supports control over access for mobile applications that implement embedded policycontrol for their functions.
The third aspect that our prototype highlights is the state preservation. We use mCalc to test this functionality. We set the application mCalc to be accessible by a specific user during two specific time periods, 10:00-11:00 AM and 11:15-11:30 AM. This user logs into the system during the first time period and performs calculations. When first period ends, AppaaS initiates the saveState procedure and stops the application mCalc. The generated state file is sent to be stored at the context manager. Then, AppaaS invokes the uninstall procedure of mCalc. Currently, AppaaS always uninstalls the application whenever the user's authorized time elapses. The same user logs into the system again during the second period of time. When the application downloads onto the user's smartphone, the context server finds that there is a previous state preserved for the user for this application. The context manager sends this state along with the application download url to start the application with. In this case the user gets a message during the application launching to choose either to resume the application with the previous state or to initiate a clean start.
Performance evaluation
Several experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of AppaaS including the overall response time, system overhead and footprint, and system scalability. The first experiment investigates the response time of the various system activities such as the user authentication, location identification, and the OnExit procedure, in which the system applies certain actions on the current application upon leaving its designated space. The second experiment studies the overhead of state preservation and access constraints. The third experiment explores the system scalability. Each experiment is repeated 10 times and the average of the respective performance parameters is calculated. We remark that confidence intervals were found to be small and hence not reported. The AppaaS user interface is installed on a 3G-enabled Samsung I9100 Galaxy II (Dual-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A9, 1 GB RAM, Super AMOLED Plus 480 x 800 pixels display, 4.3 inches) with a rooted Android 4.0.4 platform. Although we conducted most of our experiments while the smartphone is connected to a WiFi network, the response time of the various activities of AppaaS user interface is evaluated against both 3G and WiFi connectivity for comparison. The server component of AppaaS implements the context manager and storage and is deployed on the Amazon EC2 cloud. We created a pool of instances of virtual machines of the type 'm1.large' [33] with an EC2 pre-configured image (AMI) of 'Ubuntu Server 12.04 LTS, 64 bit'. The server maintains the system database, which includes locations and their associated applications. We use two RFID tags to identify the location boundaries, one tag represents the location entrance and the other tag represents the exit.
Response time
This experiment measures the end-to-end response time, including both communications and processing time, of the various system activities involving communications between the user interface and the back-end server. A user logs into the system with a valid login ID and password. The user authentication module sends a query to the server to validate the user's credentials and checks whether the user has access to the system. When the user taps the location entrance tag, the location identification module reads the location code and sends a query to the system with the location ID and the user status, including whether the user is entering or leaving the location. The server checks if there are applications associated with this location and responds with a list of download links of relevant applications, if found. When the user exits the location, the OnExit module sends the location ID, user ID and an exit status to consult the context manager on the appropriate actions to apply on the user's mobile devices, whether to uninstall or deactivate the associated application. The default action of the current prototype upon exiting a location is uninstalling the location-specific application and saving the user current state on the server side. The main reason behind choosing this default action is to prevent the accumulation of outdated or unused applications. However, disabling the application or allowing the user to make the decision are possible options, if the application has an open access. Figure 7 shows the response time of the three main components of the user interface: the User Authentication, Location Identification, and OnExit Action. This response time is measured for both WiFi and 3G connectivity with a bandwidth of 17.3 MB/sec and 2.5 MB/sec, respectively. Each of these activities sends a query to the server with an average size less than 0.5 KB. The average query time on the server side in our case is 145 ms. This time basically depends on the size of the database (10 KB in our case) and the number of concurrent requests. While the processing component of the response time is the same in both cases, the communication component varies significantly. The WiFi connectivity yields a 3-fold better response time than the 3G. This gap between the WiFi and 3G increases with higher data transfer requirements due to communication speed. The overall download time of selected applications depends on the network conditions and the size of the application package. For example, an application package with a size of 1.9 MB takes about 2.5 Sec on WiFi and 19 Sec on 3G. This time is much higher than all other activities. Frequent application download comes at a high cost on mobile resources, specifically battery power and bandwidth. This leads to a debate on which is better, uninstalling unused applications in order to free up the occupied space and prevent unauthorized access, or deactivating their functionalities and avoid frequent downloads of same applications if used regularly. The tradeoff between overhead and convenience is an issue for future consideration.
Performance overhead analysis
This experiment investigates the overhead that AppaaS incurs on mobile applications should they implement access restrictions or launch with a previous state. We employ the mCalc to further investigate these aspects since it provides AppaaS with two APIs to capture and restore its internal user state. Figure 8 shows the cost of applying user access control of the mCalc operations. When a user tries to access a certain function of mCalc, AppaaS checks if the user is allowed to perform such an operation or not. AppaaS queries the context manager with the user ID and context. If the user has access to the requested operation, AppaaS sends back a confirmation to the application that the user can perform the operation. Otherwise, the application dispatches a message to the user interface showing that access to the requested functionality is denied. Applying access constraints is performed at the expense of application performance. Figure 9 illustrates another overhead caused by application state preservation. This overhead comes from loading a previous user state, in contrast with starting the same application with no previous state. The size of state file is relatively small in the range of 1 KB. Therefore, fetching this state object from the server side over a reliable network link takes a short time. Such overhead comes with the two benefits: providing users with the appropriate application of a particular location according to the user's context, and gaining more control over the application behavior according to the user's access rights.
Scalability
We conduct two experiments to evaluate the scalability of AppaaS. The first experiment tests the scalability when a fixed hardware setting is dedicated to serve incoming requests. In this case, we use only one Amazon EC2 instance of the type m1.large. The second experiment shows how AppaaS takes advantage of the cloud computing elastic resource provisioning to accommodate increasing number of users while satisfying certain quality of service (QoS) constraints. In this case, the AppaaS system is served by a pool of cloud server instances. In both cases, we apply a varying stress load to evaluate the performance of AppaaS context manager. We use the WAPT load stress tool [34] to apply various loads (number of users) while measuring the system response time. Figure 10 shows the results of the first experiment. We observe that the response time rapidly increases as the number of incoming requests increase in a nonlinear relation. Although AppaaS context manager can serve a relatively high number of concurrent requests, mobile users might not afford long delays. In such cases, the system administrator may set a threshold value after which the server rejects any upcoming requests to maintain a certain level stability and responsiveness.
In the second experiment, we set a response time threshold of 2 seconds as a QoS measure. This means that when a violation occurs, our cloud setup launches another instance of the type m1.large from our pool of VMs. In this case no matter how large the number of requests becomes, the response time does not exceed the prespecified threshold value. Figure 11 shows how AppaaS scales up to accommodate increasing requests, while maintaining the response time below the desired threshold. We observe that the new instance takes up to 60-90 seconds to become active and ready to handle requests. This explains why the response time reaches beyond 2 seconds. The EC2 load balancer (ELB) then splits the load between participating instances. Figure 11 also shows that there is a non-negligible overhead incurred by the scheduling of the load balancer, which explains why the response time of 2X requests with 2 instances is slightly more than the response time of X requests with a single instance. However, the scheduling overhead is constant and does not increase with further addition of instances.
AppaaS footprint
Since mobile devices are resource-constrained, mobile applications and services must be highly efficient in resource consumption. The mobile resources of specific concern are CPU cycles, memory, storage, and battery power. These resources indicate how efficient an application is with respect to system resource consumption. In this experiment, we measure the system footprint in terms of memory usage, storage required, and average CPU cycles that are used in cases when AppaaS runs in idle mode (i.e. no activities are performed), and when AppaaS is in active mode (i.e. at least one activity is running). We are concerned with the system footprint at the user side. Table 1 shows the AppaaS system footprint in terms of CPU usage, memory and user application size in both idle and active modes. The energy consumption of the mobile user interface varies according to the running activity and the required data transfer between the interface and the backend server. The lower the data transfer requirements, the higher the energy efficiency of the system while in active mode. However, AppaaS has a low energy consumption profile in the idle mode, as it consumes on average 350 mj/minute.
Conclusion
This paper presents AppaaS, a system for provisioning context-aware mobile applications as a service. AppaaS uses various context information including location, user information, user ratings, device profile, and time to provide the appropriate mobile applications to such a context. AppaaS also supports access control over application functionality according to users' privileges and access rights. Currently, AppaaS supports this capability only for applications that implement embedded policy control. However, part of our future extension of this research is to provide an application-wrapping capability to enable this feature for applications that lack support for embedded policy control. A prototype is developed to highlight three features of AppaaS, specifically finding the appropriate application to a certain context, controlling access over an application's functions, and preserving the application's state that is relevant to a particular user for future use purposes. Performance evaluation shows that AppaaS can scale up to accommodate increasing number of users while maintaining desired QoS levels. Experimental validation demonstrates that with little overhead, AppaaS can bring benefits to both users and providers of mobile applications with robust and flexible provisioning models. http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/17
